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Business and Professional Directory of Fulton
Firms Appearing On This Page Solicit and Appreciate Your Business
von
Electrical Appliances and Contracting see

WORK SHOES and SHOE WORK

CItY ELECTRIC SHOP
11'e can take care of s our electrical I ronbles•
Electricai Apiiiiances, Repair Ser.% ice arid
i
Satistsrlhon Guarantreil 11.. have Lad
experience in electric maintenance mind
wervice nork, tall 771

CITY ELECTRIC SHOP
E. R. 11c11111DE,
I'OURTII STR I:ET

Prop.

FtiuroN. KY.
momml

VISIT US AT THE NEW

•

TEXACO SERVICE STATION
On West State Line Street, Fulton, Ky
Where you get that world renowned Texaco Fire Chief Gasoline,
Texaco Motor Oils, Certified Lubrication 7Sc, Washing 75c,
Goodrich Tires and Batteries on easy payment plan No money
down and terms to suit

BENNETT SERVICE STATION
WEST STATE LINE

CHAS BENNETT

—FOR
SHOE REPAIRING Tit Al' SATISFIES
AT PRICES THAT PLEASE

MODEL SHOE SHOP
)IZK GUARANTEED

304 Main Street.

Fulton, Ky.

11111111111111MIIIIP

Your Laundry Does It Best
Just l'hone 14
For a Driver

PARISIAN LAUNDERERS—CLEANERS
.AMIM111111111111111111111•111.11

YEAR IN, YEAR OUT
1.1'

LOWE'S CAFE
Oysters Are in Season

Lake St., Fulton, Ky.

DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE

1

Vulcanized And Re-Tread Tires
C. V. CATHCAiT TIRE SHOP
FOURTH STREET—OPPOSITE PARISIAN LAUNDRY
WE BUY AND SELL USED TIRES AND TUBES
RUBBER FAFIRIC FLOOR MATS

BUY YOUR COAL
From Is and Get the Best
I )rf)nipt Service

ii

CITY COAL COMPANY
TELEPHONE 51 AND 322

NEED MONEY?
If you are in need of money, we are making shorttime loans. We invite you to consult with us, as we
can help you solve your financial problems.

LOANS MADE TO RELIABLE PERSONS
QUICK SERVICE

JONES LOAN & INVESTMENT CO.
VISIT

BUCK'S LIQUOR STORE
for
UQUORS, WINES, BRANDIES AND GINS
..11 ACM ter Year Taste—All Prices for Your Purse

BUCK'S LIQUOR STORE
442 LAKE STREET

PHONE 237

ALSO--Visit Buck's Pool Hall and Luncheonette

Wyenburg Shoes—Built for Durable Service
TIIHY WEAR EASY — THEY LAST LONGER
Best of Attention Given Shoe Repairing
%%Ali Guaranteed Service Al All Times

National Topics Interpreted
Bru:kart
by
VViishington.--Observers of affairs
In the naticinal capital frequently
get • different
Dr. High
stateslant on
ments by "close
Predicts
advisers of the
President" or activities of "those
on the inside" than persons living
at distances from Washington. They
are less likely to be misled in their
conclusions as to the meaning of
such statements or actions, come
as they may from "high sources,"
than others not closely in touch.
But even this close contact by observers here does not always produce for them a definite finality on
their conclusions because some
things are simply impossible of
proof.
The above statements are by way
of directing attention to the inability of the corps of correspondents
here to tell whether Dr. Stanley
High was speaking with the approval or even the acquiescence of
President Roosevelt when Dr. High
voiced the opinions in Liberty Magazine recently to the effect that Mr.
Roosevelt is in a mood to discipline the newspapers of the country. Dr. High, to summarize many
words in his magazine article, rather forecast Mr. Roosevelt in his new
term of office will not abandon his
liberal policies but probably will
chastise his enemies less than occurred during his first term—except
the press. Certainly, Dr. High gave
us all reason to believe that Mr.
Roosevelt is pretty much disgusted with certain types of newspapers
in this country and that he may
be expected to "crack down" on
them.
The consensus among the writing
fraternity in Washington is that Dr.
High has an opportunity at least
to know the Presidential mind. Ile
has virtually lived with it during the
last six months and there can be
no doubt that he had opportunities
during that time of talking formally
and informally with thr Chief Executive in a manner not permitted
more than a few persons. On this
basis, if on no other, one wild be
led to believe that Dr. High was
writing in a sense a reflection of
Mr. Roosevelt's thoughts, yet, as I
said at the beginning, none of us
can be sure.
While Dr. High definitely is in a
position as an adviser to the President to know the trend of Mr.
Roosevelt's mind, he was delightfully general in the discussion of
the President's future program except as to the press. Again, it may
be much ado about nothing. So
many of the Presidential advisers
and insiders have been writing and
talking and acting in the last three
years that it is difficult to tell which
is the real story. It may be, therefore,--and I believe this is the best
answer—that Dr. High has turned
loose a toy balloon. If this balloon
is blown the wrong way by comments from the nation, you probably will hear no more about a discipline for the press. If the comments are friendly, another story
may be expected and its nature is
not now to be forecast.
• • •
Assuming now that Dr. High has
faithfully presented the President's
thoughts on the
Hit Unfair newspapers of the
Journalism country, it seems
entirely proper
that the suggestion be examined
from the viewpoint of national welfare.
Dr. High, to be sure, made clear
in his article that the President's
efforts to reform the press will be
addressed only to those newspapers
which engage in misrepresentation,
color their news or are guilty of
unfait journalism. I believe that
the vast majority of our newspapers
properly are jealous of the integrity of their policies. I believe that
the vast majority of our editors regard the responsibility of leadership as something quite sacred and
not to be tainted. In the same breath
that we mention the President's
purported thoughts and the attitude
of most newspapers, one cannot
help but recall that at least threefourths of all newspaper circulation in the recent Presidential campaign was opposed to President
Roosevelt's re-election.
Thus, and in view of these circumstances, it may be disconcerting to a good many people to read
the strong langeage that Dr. High
has used in reflecting the implications of the Presidential mind. To
that school of thought, the Doctor's
language, if it means anything,
means that Mr. Roosevelt proposes
to take steps, directly or indirectly, to make the entire press of
America conform to his ideas of

what constitutes "fair journalism."
In other words, if their interpretation of the High article is correct,
there can be intimidation of the
press from the White House.
The intimidation could come from
Presidential tongue lashing of newspapers or tiny one individual newspaper which the President believed
was guilty of "unfair journalism."
The net result of such a course.
eaturally, would be a fearful press
and a fearful press obviously never
has presented and never will present its impartial judgment; it will
never answer back and it probably
will never fight out the issues in
which it believes and to which it
may hove been committed theretofore.
I do not defend unfair newspapers and I do not believe anyone
else can defend them. Newspapers,
because of their position as leaders.
must conform to the maximum of
honesty. I think, however, that the
number of unfair journals is declining because public sentiment
gradually drives them out of business. If Mr. Roosevelt actually has
in mind the things presented by
Dr. High, then a wave of resentment is likely to arise and that
wave of resentment in itself will not
help in the movement to drive out
unfair newspapers. At least, that
is the conviction that seems to prevail am'ong the several hundred
capable observers here in Washington.
• • •
Colonel Edwin A. Halsey, secretary of the senate, recently has had
compiled some
Slow to
facts rind figures
on proposals for
Change
constitutional
amendments that are striVingly interesting. First, the fact that there
have been 3,759 proposals for constitutional amendments in the nation's history, and only 21 of them
succeeded and became a part of
the Constitution, is to me most
significant. It shows very definitely, I believe, that our people are
slow to make changes in the fundamental law of our country and
that they do not make these changes
until there is something approximating unanimity of belief that
they are necessary.
Colonel Halsey's compilation disclosed the further interesting fact
that economic conditions have a direct link with and reflect rather accurately the desires of the people
to alter or revise the Constitution.
It seems that when there is plenty
of work and plenty of profit and
the nation is going along happily.
even few of the demagogues have
thought about amending the Constitution. But let hard times descend upon us. let th re be millions of unemployed and hundreds
of thousands of persons destitute
and forward comes a perfect deluge
of proposals to change the Constitution.
Very accurate proof of the above
statement is given in the records
for the last ten years, that is, from
1926 to 1936. The most important
political question agitating the congress during the first part of this
decade was the proposal to change
the date upon which the President
and Vice President and songless
take office. Latterly, and after the
prosperity bubble burst, the depression brought its own flock of proposals for changing the Constitution.
Colonel Halsey disclosed that
there had been 20 proposals whicS
would authorize congress to deal
with working hours and 'wages; 7
which would have given congress
authority over agricultural production and 9 limiting the power and
authority of the Supreme court to
declare acts of congress unconstitutional or otherwise modify court
jurisdiction. There were two suggested amendments that would have
placed in the hands of congress
virtual power to control the general
welfare of the nation.
The Halsey document also reflects
maneuvers of various blocs and
schools of thought and likewise
tells a very clear story of our nation's sashay into the field of national prohibition. National prohibition was a long time in coming
and there are many who believe
that it was forced upon the country
too soon. That is te say it was made
operative before a sufficiently large
majority of the poeple were in favor
of it. This seems to be substantiated by the figures which show that
during the last decade, there were
135 proposals for repeal of the 18th
amendment out of a total of 479 resolutions for constitutional amendment.
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Christmas Store

The Arvin Heaters
Three
sizes priced up from S9.95 and
installation FREE
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THE MERRIEST OF MERRY CHRISTMASES
AND THE
HAPPIEST NEW YEAR OF YOUR Lli I S
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Tie Clasp Sets
Zipper Jackets
Slip-Over Sweaters
Pigskin Glove*
Felt Hats
Belt-Suspender Sets
Boxed Handerchicfs

FOR I ATIIER
Robes
lopciiats
Wool Muftiers
Fine Qually Shirts
Madrm Pajamas
Houe Slippers
Ties.Hose
Shaving Sets
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FLOOR MATS
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COME HERE FOR GIFTS FOR HER, roR GIFTS
• FOR HIM, FOR GIFTS FOR BABY
Make Our Store Your Headquarters
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EXTENDS TO ONE AND ALL

FOR HER
Cordurcy Patarras
Quilted Robes
Week-End Bags
House Slippers
Satin Lingerie
Twin Sweaters
Silk Frocks
Coats-Hats
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us equip your car uow. Seat
Covers $2.5 up
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Lace Covers
Wool Blankets
Fl.ennelette Crown',
All Wool Bugs
Chmtniurn Watt'
Chenille 11,1•11 Mats
Handcluef Set.,
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PLYMOUTHS
Come in NOW and see the new
models. Drive them. 'rest them
and then ‘vhen Old Santa gets ?Ai;
on his way be sure he has one am-f.
for the family. Thry are the 410
most economical ear on the market today.
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Season's Greetings
From Us To Yen

GREETINGS
of the
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WISHING YOU AND YOURS
k. MERRY MIMS AND
A HAPPY tirw YE1
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Holiday ,Season is at hand and we pause to*thank
you for your patronage, and to express our sincere am! hearty Christmas Greeting8 re'e.you and
yours.
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spring, hoeing thou. , t•,_ hog oi
hot sun, even wilt.n
when the weuthei aaa die
rheli,
in the fall digging them up Sailfor' two dolinra One
ing them
bit of work after another. '.'hat
next' tie took more steps Money
was earned by the out k of one perh was
on to buy su•nething
the work of aroti i z
Luke railed
He keew -what :eat " veiv
indc ed
oil
mo5
Su.
meriong,
though Luke was dein:alto' with his
own gifts, he had an almost diary
pleasure in watch,: g his fart er and
mother unwrsit: a pair of bedrocin
slippers and un apron he had given
them
''My potato money'" he
shrieked
got it by cluing one
thing after another
just the
way the rope grows. •itiarea after
strand."
Luke's fatty r
!cud pozileti, hut
his mother kis-ed him and said
"Merry Christm.15., dear"
•

Luke's Christ.
by—
Money
Ii Thomas
14•4411rtvIVIVPICV1111,
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•

his

r.
. -•,. ,rope, was suddenly struck with an idea
it's juat ooe strand after &nuttier,
isn't it dad.- "Yes, just one strand
after another that makes the rope
that holda the ship. its the way
must things are aecomplistied, boy.
when you come to think of it"
A cold ivied blew around the fish
stied back of the whitioes Other
men .•ere busy, too, tyirat shoodknots on trawls, hoping a gsiod day
would come for fishing tomorrow.
Luke walked a '.ay and up the
hill. Christmas coming in a week!
tie knew his fathei and mother had
been busy planning something for
tits happiness then. Hut what had
P. done? Nothing at all He stood
stock still, his thoughts all mixed
up in • oueer way, with the strands
of rope thut made the line, the hundreds of snood knots the flahermen
were tying "Just one thing done.
and then unoth.ar to make the
whole," he retie, tea
Then. walking slowly agate tie
seemed to see two one-dollar bills
folded away In his rocket-book And
trailing back ti-on' the money a row
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Blow In Christmas
hi Danmark on Oa !stifles morning they "blow in the Jul' at dawn
from church tooera, flay it' it Chi- 1 ;r.
inns hymns to the four points ot
the compass.
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▪ CHRISTMAS
BUCKLES :1

"Open season" for rn:stletoo I
hunting begins about the last of
November iind the demand increases steadily unttl Christmal
Truck loads of the green sprigs
with theo wax-white hernia are
driven to the cities of the north for
the holiday trade
As the mimic
to'.' is not ulways uniformly ripe et
the tinie it is wanted, mud.
"hor.ting" is reouired to find sprigs
whose berries air at a st.rge ti•
suit the demands of the Otoers. At
such times the roadsides may be
strewn with disc at ded mistletoe,
for the condition co the berries can
out be seen until the sprig has,
been shot down Hut such waste is
riot lamented, for mistletot is a:
parasite that reappears In abut).'
dance each year, however ruthlessly It may be treated.
ii einem "••••Pp.101. Union

1`HE first meaning of Christnias is that of generosity,
inspired by the great gift of God
to mankind The selfish sway of
the world is broken at least for
a time, and the Christ spirit is
burn in Our hearts Sometime,
the exchange of presents is carried too far and becomes a
burden instead of a pleasure, but
anything that makes the world
unselfish is heautiful and good.

•: 13 Luella 13.1. vcirts ._<
uleeeeeeeeeeeeeeeereerees

1N1OTIIY BROWN knew not
a soul in Ilartsburg well
enough to mi•rit an invitation
to a Christmas dinner, for he laid
opened the little shoe repairing
cubby hole in the postotlice buildtag only ten days piesious to the
holiday
And the little restaurant
sent ed no turkey either, for they
had probab;y figured everyone
would be eating elsewhere
Rather blue and unhappy, Timothy slipped back to his worabench,
there to get caught up on the avalanche of work that had poured in
upon hon. Thy first pair of slippers—yes, he remembered the
pale, thin Little girl that had brought
them in. "My aunt bought them for
21 cents at an auctioi. of secondhand things in the city and sent
them to me, but they do need repairing before i can wear them.
But I've on:y 25 cents to my name
-could-would you repair them for
that amount. Mr
Brown'" Of
courae he assured her :hat it
wouldn't cost that--not to her, of
the sad and wistful eyes!
-Why. I may be a shoe rebuilder, but if those buoklea aren't
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;t Give Furniture
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Christmas!

4

it NOTHING could be more appropriate or desirable than a gift at Furniture,
Pay us a visit and Ice can help you solve tlu' family gift problem.

LIVING ROOM SUITES

cjoins Us irAlitiShing

OUR CHRISTMAS WISHES

4'4

1.0 us forget the busy whirl of everyday life, and for a brief

41144R44.441A44r4go4r).4.2

11IS

-

4

4/4

moment go hack to Webster's definition of greeting: "An
expression of kindness or joy: a compliment from one
absent.So- --to our friends and customers everywhere, we extend
our Best Wishes.
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May the New Year be abundant with Health, Contentment
and Prosperity.
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GroiK1 health and prosperity be With you an on these glad
Holidays and may the coming year bring a'store of glad tidings.
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CLEAN and WHITEN TEFTH

CHRISTMAS
"INSIDE''

with Calyx, the Oxygeti tooth p.swiler
penetrates ta the hidden •revices between the
teeth. Pleasant. Refreshing, Protects the vims
sod is sitosoxii•sl to use.

II• 6 V H ; HU I'k H

TRY CALOX AT Ol'R E\PEN,f

•

WA. , s

h

i

MSS WICIP1Alleirrtiv 1•1

What tilos will do for your tetth is ...Lally
demonstrated by you in your own home at our
espouse. Simply fill in the .oupon w.th tool/
name and address sod mail it to as Yot .ill
receive abaulutoly tree a test can of CAI OX
TOOTH POWDER, the powdor more Ina
snore people are using every day.
FREE TILLel COUPON
HeAliefeer
ReasaLess 1st, FairileIJ, Cam.
RIM me s It gay trial of CALLA 10Olit POWDER at no exp.....
aia lea try tL
Nempa--

••••11.1.1111111111.

er brothers or midst* can help the
yuangsteis
Jiro,* or too ready
bit bed
What can the small tioniwors it
the family dot Little Johnny or tiny
Mary can cut out gingerbread men
and other fancy shaped cookie',
which mother will lift onto the bak•
ing sheet
Father will also be
pleased to know how well tits small
sun or daughter can ftrid his tools
the string used to wind the
Christmas *Teeth wheta both of fathorn's hand 1 sic way, or Iv
help wtth other proparattonti.
tine thing father and mother
should remember is to watch for
stria of fatigue or nervous strain
in the younger children.
They
should not ask the children to do
too many or too difficult tasks.

HL L. iitt..lE. huuse .f.ier•stru
Celia
There sealant little
Ids %% Woo, no eluisio as dyc
orations In the windows as in many
doelluigs on the streets. Tonight.
Oft.
a dim light iii the back. with the
early
Christinas eve
twilight.
heightened its drabness.
"One may be excused for inquire
ttiveness, tonight,' Celia led Ann,
her roommate onto the porch.
'This house outside, looks gloomy
but no more than is my heart. I'll
admit Wing disappointed because
of n• opining, after QUI enigma
I sir=sessrPa
=1
4
audition over WLIQ this after ioon,"
Celia, slipping to • side door, with
MEANING OF "NOLL"
Ann, began singirg Christmas car—•—
411111111111Mr ols. A door opened and a dignified
shkr OLL" is the Frmicti name
woman said:
11 of the Christmas feast and
"Coins inside, girls, and sing.
of the old carols formerly swig in
1 m Mrs. Ashby. There's a piano,
the French country churches at
not opened Nil., Bl•Ulth—"
this **mom. Its darivistioo is
"We'li sing if >oil Jute us." Celia
fro m the Latin "uatalls." meats
&USW it I Oki
trig "horn," and the word was
After singing. Celia told of ambioriginally Mantled or sung to extions for her wice and of the afterpress joy over the birth of Christ.
boon's disappointment.
With the spelling "Newel" it IS
"Girls, you have given inc a
found in Chaucer and other early
nappy pre-Christmas eve and birthwriters
day. as well. Many of my club
FOR MOTORISTS OF FULTON AND
members have birthdayi. at this 0-••-•-• •-•-•••••••••••••••-•••••
season.
Please come swain, tonight,
COMMUNITY
if you wish
You'll!' 111.•tuilS I he
street.''
r
ipar
s=,
‘
4"-Itor-r-oristo•-elo2
",
LUBRICATION OF
Cello and Ann. at honte, were
11••• •1
eating. when, answering the tele
YOUR CAR
••••••-”A.8.6.
4..••
•5-4.0
phone, Celia swung Ann around
KEEPING TIME FRE910
into dizziness.
"We're to report fur a pogrom
1
A Christmas tree la set in
tumurruw afternoon over WGQ'
A water when it first comes InSomeone nut filling engagement!
to the house and is kept
water
W'e'll practice on Mrs Ashby's piSINCLAIR PRot' l's
while it is part of the Christmas
.
Let's decorate her windows
decoration, it will remoin fresh
..,ith thew wreaths," Cella cried.
and green for at leriat a week
During the Chi titular day prolungsr. Water should be replaced
gram, dedicated to Hume with
as it evaporates. If the bale of
birthdays of the season. when Mrs
a Christmas tree is trimmed with
Ashby's name was mentioned, the
• sharp knife !wit before it is
announcer said.
mounted, the pores will be left
"Mrs Ashby will enjoy this proopen, allowing water to rise in
SERVICE STATION
gram. She called us lust evening
the stem to the living cells which
—asked that you girls sing for
are still trying to provide the
STATE LINE STREET-OPP. O. K. LAUNDRY
birthdays of her club members—
tree with food and muitituie.
other niernbei• ii..ked for you, too.
Spruce and fir retain their neeA V. iRIFFIN, Mgr.
Mrs. Ashby travels, gives of time
dles longer than must tithe'
end money to a shut-in club of
Christmas tree..
which she le national president.
••••••••••••■••
Het daughter is the wife of•famed
doctor
in
India.
You
110•••••••••••
probably will
— ••••••••1...0•100•Jraillk MIN
have • permanent prograiii for
birthdays of listeners."
Popcorn Ball Decorations
[
"Maybe that house interested me
1VS
•P Ir •Iir
Popcorn balls, wrapped in led
C N.
;
7 li'll• oh •
U•causit, even through boards and and green tissue
paper, silver pastone, human kindness, character, per or glistening
cellophane, arid
oozes through. Her windows look piled in • decorate
d basket, make
pretty, though, with our wreaths," attractive centerpi
eces for ChristCelia told Ann.
mas dinner or party table'
A
Hopp,C Wester- Ns...law uric*,
* le•tr
elf
, small favor may be placed In each
. ball, to add Interest at a party.
Hung on the Christmas tree, these
balls make pretty ornaments for
the strong lower branches that al•
•
ways seem to be neglected when
•
the tree is decorated.
s,•,4
,
,
41 111)11111k_
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Better Service
Cheaper! •
WASH JOB -

TWIN-CITY

CHRISTMAS ]

=•

•

IN THE HOME I

REJOICE

IT'S WISE
To Fill Your
Coal Bins Now

ommiNvemmaimismaingitall
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We Have The Best Ky.
tutu l Ytal Can Buy

.11IST 7n7
PHONE Iv4

P. T. JONES & SONS
PLUMBING & fiFAIltit;

akitA1:34..k..1•404.4444-rat;,Assits/OW AS.«3;31313

TRAN
THEATRE
t

S

HAPPY HOLIDAYS—
All the good things of the season....heulth,
happiness and prosperity heaped up In ample I,
measure....this is our wish for you and yours. A ;
merry, merry Christmas and a happy, prosperous New Year.
THURS. --- XMAS. DAY - • DE('. 24-25
George Brent and Jean Arthur

More Than a Secretary
I Ill .
..sePas

erirs:aits.,as‘u

•••

•c..r • ....61!..? Pi4.

10144

• N DAY-MONDAY - December 27-28
His perfect Role
MAURICE CHEVALIER
—his latest picture

air

INC;
rn
e

The Beloved Vagabond
TUESDAY-WEDNESI)AY -• December 29-30

Captain Calamity
— Full Natural Color
with: George Houston-Marian Nixon
teVrtVtiltertCtrittC'C'-g.t(VirrOPDXIC

HRISTMAS festivities a t
likely to be much more too ,
when the whole family helps, '
says the New York •tate college of .
home economics.
WHEN CHRISTMAS BELLS RING OUT
The older children sue alv.sys
eager to trim the Christmas tree. 0
THEY BRING A CLEAR WISH, A SINCERE
collect Christmas greens, and n,ake
wreaths. Often they ha•e good
WISH; OUR WISH FOR A MERRY CHRISTideas on how to sitrunge these LollL.
day decorations
Because the,e
-4
MAS WITH GREAT HAPPINESS TO YOU
tasks are unusual they have • ape
cial appeal, but v.;,h the right enTHROUGHOUT THE NEW YEAR.
couragement from father or moth- 4
et even the more routine work may
v6
-rem • part of the general family. sling at Christmas.
I
Big hrother and sister can bsi a
..i. if they show their small brothi„.:.
el or sister how to help in odd carpetitering Jobs that coma with
Fj.
_ 1111.4 L'iiristinas If mother is lam, old.

C
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THE LEADER STORE

i
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411.146101Rrift414411A4R4612
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104
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i IS YOUR CAR SERVICED

r:

i FOR WINTER WEATHER!
41.

its,. -

FREEZING winter %embitter means yeria
:or must be in good condition Don't be
caught off guard

winter occassories to make you,
*.
driving sate, scon•araeint and e.enfortable
We

ft

-:.4000,re•":s - Pr'....•„
-i. •
I -• .
.1.
*.

are fully equipped to take care of

•

I.

41.....---".
l'Al

eve.ry type cif service tiod repair vv...rk

•••
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"LINE-UP" WITH BEAR

•
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ceer.-4.•

Call on us to row)
.

Mows

.:.r

4

0.% FOUR CAR—
N'ILLARD BATTERIES
Make Starting Easter
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

I

Season's Greetings
To All Of You
IT gives us much pleasure to extend to
you—our friendpi
and customers—the HEARTIEST
MERR
Y CHRISTMAS and wish YOU HEALTH AND
HAPPINESS in
the NEW YEAR

11/ 40
0
P°111
1
4.J ,

LET US INSTALL A

NEW ARVIN HEATER

4

Brady Bros. Garage

4Rr4wt-ka-tet-14-a-is-t4a4.4r;"s4R-eN;t--tsat-s%*4s-s-1.3g4r4s-*4ir4.i44-k-4.4*4
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At this season, too, we wish to offer
you our sincere
appreciation of the patronage you have
the year 1936. The approaching New given us during
Year will bring
even greater prosperity to our community,
and our best
wishes are extended to one and all.

MURRELL LUMBER COMPANY
NEAR THE FREIGHT DEPO
T—SOUTH FULTON
lialartign

es
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our
to you our frrends most sincere
and

Ve
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Peeples

1

(41N

A

MERRY CHRISIMAS AND A
HAPPY NEW YEAR

Ot

1E1

Nitty this Y uletide
be you
3i1uy the New Year r Happiest One and
firing You Joy

W. G. REYNOLDS,
President
VOW:OF REP!FO
OT PRODUCTS'
UNION CITY
TENNESSEE

4446,6iwaAaramuguaglismtaft

V

IF

pi: oil! 11
q

Ileynolds
Packing Co.

WARNIAIS

1.

PAM'S CI PERIOOT PROD
UCTS
EXTEND GREETINGS Of THE SEAS
ON

1-Nvwih to ext
end

A
,*
•

FULTON KEW-RICK

•411ft404114141

40:4"Itp
\

5( - 10( STORE
Otters Gifts Galore

/
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Wiley —Ctu is'cats donna..
been :wry beavy.
t.)0)
•
to buy You aornein.1,4 ohqa
do
110.by—La toat ,.ase
weer 4,:k$ to . ,gats
al*eleAPIP1114•441•41r*if
esChrlatnias and liet.conbtr
etirtstauss is hot ta-irly
as oil
as thy month in which It
fall
combat was the last month s Ite
in that
uiii ten month c.derdat of
Rome The narne korner; ith•:i•-nt
from the
Latin a aro,
dec.ern' mew
• Li1 trie beginning the ling
(me
krioen es De eiiihris, but et
dot
wg the t..any ceri
turies that fui
1ov...hi thy Ijitli changed
so that ,r
now cornea tu O 10 its
irreisent
form The old SAX.), 1,
•
Licevintoer as the beginnrevognving
ing of win
her called A t
(wrote.
They also call
en-Muriatti tioly mon ed It Ha
th) because
,tiLt LI tt.at Christ
mas fell o
a its days —Pathfind
er Mae.

f iblif

OUR

store is brimful of
beautiful and appropria
te
gifts for 'Mother,
sitting
Brother, Sister, alai Ba
by
Shopping Is both easy
and
economical
at
Peeples
Store.

s,

VASES
3 DISHES
PICTURES
LINGERIE
LAMPS
.,1 HANDKERCHIEFS
TIES
SMOKING SETS
"4 FLASHLIGHTS
BLANKETS
KITCHENWARE
HOUSE SLIPPERS
HUNDREDS OF OThER
GIFT ITEMS

N DEMAND FOR
MORE U. S. PRODUCT,

q,

• DOLL BUGGIES
DOLLS
• DOR BEDS
BLOCKS
• STORY BOOKS
BLACKBOARDS
(HAIRS
TRAINS
TRUCKS-CARS
GAMES OF ALL KINDS
WAGONS
DRUMS-HORNS
TOYS OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION

Specific inquiries
tia.e of American goofor the put •
ds of a 11%c
have just bee
.trnerican governmentn reported I
represents
%es itritioned
just lc
• dived by the Loire.% Ole
Dist
rict It,
Wo of the Depart
ment of Commerce
Portable radio broadcas
SANTA ought to
ceiving statiorn have ting and re
kn
ow
been Inquired
bec
aus
e
he hos been
fn frorn Yugoslirvia;
°ringing iolks the
garbage trur-g,
gra
of
3
nde
to
st
5
tori
pre
s
wit
sen
h steel bodies in ,
t* in town
from our store. Thls
vninted in Peru; a
yea
merchant
Venezuela ha3, entered the
exeitng array than eve r were showing a more
America!
iaarket for the pa:cha
r
bef
ore
.
Re
sur
e and see
the newest in 1.41,GINS
Anion's; histeners forse ut kitchei
...anted in Clectiosovak garters tatTON watches for lad . GR(IEN and HAMILinstallateira. lurid speaia. Hospitur
ies and gentlemen.
irig rouge fur plate kers, poli%11
ghe
heifer heed Santa's
glac
e kid for the manufee work
advice and come in
ature
•illibeS. Wadiinery for
Ask about our conven
today.
manufacturin;
ient LAY-AWAY PL
bee cond,q,
AN.
metal-foil paper, lubd machinerv
icating ()drubber heels, and furn
wares are included amoiture gift
tides inquired for fro ng the a:
m abroad De
Uailesl iriforrnation con
cerning tt,
foreign trade opportun
made public are availablities Just
lean tilms rind individue to Amer.
tESICTINNT,fie,WAS
(hilli:1i Street
Louisville District Offi als at the
ce, 417 Fed.
era) Building, Louisvil
le.
HINTS ON SHORT WAVE
Succes9ful business doe
RADIO RECEPTION ISSUED
pend upon the eliminat s not deconipetition. anywhere, ion of clean
enyttge.
To simplify the somewhat diff
PCCI'Velr!-V4J-V4 tC
erent operations of the short wav
'VVV-triVitV'VCV-P
e
AIVVICVV410C4?
feature of the modern all-wave
o
set, as well as to explain in popradi
ular
language just how the shor
waves
differ from the more tarniliatr broa
dcast frequencise, the Louisville
trict Office of the Departmen DisCommerce is advised that the t of
trical Division of the Bureau Elechas
made heatable "A Guide to Reception of Shortwave Broadcasting Sta•
tons" This booklet provides a
simple exposition of. the baste phen
menet involved in the traranossioncishort sv hve radio signals as used of
by
broadcasting. It will assist the user
of short wave radio receivers to res
cellve such programs as are at stlable
with minimum effort and greatest
IT IS I111 THE
satisfaction arid will aid the avoi
GREATEST OF PLE
dAS( RI
ance of futile searching for proTHAT WE EXTEND
TO VOU THE
grams not iivailatle because of loca
n of other factor*

Andrews Jewelry Co.

-

1111111111111•1111111111111

Fe

Broacicaritny Our Chris'

chrisratas

y.

5 Merry Christmas,

•11.

ft

Happy New Year
IT always gives us the
greatest of pleasure to ext
end
Greetings of our friends,
and thank them for
their
partonage during the pas
t year
May this Christmas bring
you hearty good cheer, an
d
may your cup of happiness
be overflowing with
continuous joy throughout the
New Year

Pierce-Cequin

4

LUMBER COMPANY

[UNIT( KY RETAIL SALES
liAIN 27er, FROM '33 TO '35
- --Final figures for retail sales in
kentucky in 1935, presented in deta
il
foi each county. city and town in an
area report released by the Bureaa
of the Census, and just received
by
-'" the I. Boonville District Ciffice of the
Department of CornmercBe, show
total sales of $388.278.000 in 29,286
stores The State shows an increase
of 27 per cent over the saes of 1933
The 29.286 stares are shown
have
employed during 1933 an aveto
rage of
48.481 full-time and part-time emPlYoces. to whom was paid a total
hi pay roll of $36,931,000. The num
ber
/ of employees increased 14 per cent
Iii the two-year period and pay roll
increeJecl 22 per cent
For Indiana tctal -iales were $780.50tt 000 in 42.471 store* an increase
of 37 per cent over the saes of 1933
Indiana's 42.471 stroee employ
ed
during 1935 an average of 98.052 hill
time and part tune employeee, to
whom Wad paid
total pay roll of
sei.580.000 The anum
ber of em•
ployees Increased 15 per cent in the
two-year period and pay roll In
¶3 creased 29 per cent
Aq
ENON HOME MAKERS
—The *non
Homemaker.. met
Thursday 17 with Mrs Will Pal
s1 glove for
an all day meeting
The lesson for the day, "Care of
the Hands" was given y Propec
t
leader, Mrs Vernon McAlis
ter
At the noon hour a 1-ot luck ilin•
ner was enjoyed by 11 trembers. two
%Putors and the leader. Mrs Thotnp
eft
I'm social program was closed by
singing Jingle &Mlle. then all lat
h
erisA around the Christmas tree arid
received efts
Secretary
Dead men tell no tales. hut the
are a lot of tales told on dead menw
The forward-hvking man is now
framing his New Year's resoluti
ons
The tLing of England found out
that this Wetness of royalty
had (*LOOM.

•

masVish_
etj

GREETINGS Of THE SEASON

111.. feel that a e hav
e dune our best to gl‘e
y
courteous service dur
tut" gad
ing the 'ear BOW
dining V%• would out
feel right If ae did
But extend you, our
customers and friends,
glad greeting,' Our
coanectIons have bee
n most pleasant and
may we niertt the
continued good will
and patronage durt
the towing uew wear
ua
1937

BRADY BROS. GARAGE
PHONE lb

INSURANCE
%esti

ul IRE GRIL4T
8117
safeguards that cakc
be bad---Irs
mot ,peguitrkg

ira f radial

la

,a,nna tor be futu
re V$e repro
sera some of the
STIKOSOkill
companies (Ii Me
Vaned Stake
s.

Out (stinger,
and ea

•4

PoriMOO
n
aacar. Two

fah

s natures
vides

Ise

"mu pramhun alat
tas
PlIONII NO

Fire. Lightning, Wind
storm, Hail
Automobile Insurance.

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
Be Sure lou Are Inau
ree

ei!,k1

•
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THE FUL11014 COUNTY NEWS, FULTON,
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1•4 4 t 1114.` .1(4 11.C1.1117.4.4 v iiig ei 41,),htnIrk
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: 1:1
II,., fume-till the exceptiott
J. real etuatiart. Nies deen
latetit wilowanies will t,e &satiable
LUC fiiiit 4114.1 a-egetable glower. and;'411r
" riasusim, tiviuty t hunnn
_ aL•o fur dairy and livestock Lame:nil (40*
•
puluitse
&Auld as seasend class itistee JJtine who improve nowt:nip
Up to 23 pervent of the burley
$11. 11411, at the il4.54i Jftlee at Fulton.
to .et
KY under Las sat et klairehI, 1070 tobecou base may be diverted
soil-censer% out crops, the ritity went
e esti.
to be 5 vents 4 round usa
11111.11iSCRIPTICN RATIOS
,o,aetdc yield of he diverted land.
0.30
udvaztoo)
tin
VKAit
ON1
Daily per cent of the base in Lars.
,.110 curial tad dark sir-cured tobaerzo
tir
$5
NIONTB3 •'...-... 40 assay be diverted, the sniirltirlients being
•
cotton dir
a pound 1
0111TUAltlkS, tants Of thank& 1 2 1-2 cents
percent of the
ansi pollee.1 cards version maycents111
bvallessa
a petund payment
per word. base. with 5
etesiged et tus rate /14.2
Fvr food • el feed ere al sown le
excess of hums netkia, tarmets may
EV11111' FAX.Idkit ii.t1
divert as high es 10 procent or the
ineirral ueleleplatint base and vie .1
Is.itKaN SaIti (hit Aloha
averuge of 9 en were, tie•
IN 1047 YKUOKA111 atme
otandinti on the produeUvity tat the ••
how
Any produrn. no matter
land
Stol-depletang bases tot all ezupa rtO
Matta his farm %Ill have an upperundo
$20,
lout
twaity to earn at
viiU be the same u in 1930.
3"
provkaons ift the 1d37 agricultutal
Dean Thomas P. Cooper of the ,A
cunservatipta program, according to College ot Agticulti.re said active tif
due of the prgram, received at skulk on the 1037 prow am mild be- e
llitate College of Aarctulture at gin as scent as full details are availIn thia FlaS011 ol goo(i
Lexington.
able. probably early In January
As in 1930. the soil-building allow-
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Mrs Clam lvs Gregory delightfully 1,.,• Tii" ,
East boat
•
.,., Is el ti ow end. Soeh Priv
etiterthined her teide,e cliel 'Morsee' I. i‘flortiooti at her home on Maple hp.l. I tith inhieni 1 1.114k
;WHOM, James litt•ka, Can
.1111
' Al.enua
Fred Lai
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MERRY CHRISTMAS and A HIPPY
NEW YEAR.

Graham
Furn. Co.

GREETINGS ONE AND ALL!
May good cheer, happiness, health, A
Merry Christmas and lasting prosperity
through the new year, all be yours. This
is our sincere wish for the entire community.

H. H. Bugg
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A CHRISTMAS LIGHT

YULETIDE GREETINGS
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IT'S A GREAT FEELING

FULTON WALL PAPER & OFFICE
SUPPLY COMPANY

GREETINGS-

ARCADE BARBER & BEAUTY SHOP
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For many years we have sold the people of this
community groceries, and we are thankfol for
the patronage of our friends and customer.,
and extt nd our heartfelt appreciation.
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Fumed Vessel
Serves South

MERRY CHRISTMAS—
HAPP Y NEW YEAR
The ax was sharpened to cut the tree
Ourthoughts are sharpened to extend you
and all your family one of the most enjoyable Christmases you have ever had.
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fatuous ship. once known in
A ail the headlines of the nation, but
A now among the boat of forgotten
1 vessels that ply the waters In sIns•
A ple commercial trade" was how the
Hopewell,
ll, Virginia. Sews recently
described the sturdy d. S rdliglIc
A
after they. learned her story
Although by ter not the newest
A ulf the biggest of the steamers
which call at Hopewell for cargoes
of American nitrate of sods. the
Varner has a proud record Yeare
ago she accompanied Dr Pritjot
. Ninsen. the Norwegian explorer, to
1 the North Pole. Later, she carried
. supplies for Admiral Byrd's first
e.
Antarctic Expeditton When the
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Hopewell Neve found her at the
1 nitrate of soda p1 rat The was Jts
-t
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.4 .bat
American "soda" for use on the
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Just because half of the speeches
..7.
A l ublislied art not worth reeding is
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NEWS AT CAYCE SCHOOL
A

May the song the shepherds sang find a
happy echo in your heart on this joyful Yuletide
And may health, happiness and all the blessings
of success and prosperity be yours through the
coming year.

Lowe's Cafe
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when Christ was born, there was Peace
in the world. It is our hope for you and
for all of us that we may have peace, happiness and a
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MERRY CHRISTMAS
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Gifts are on their way, carried on the wings
of friendship and love. . . . Wreaths are hung
and candles lighted. . . . Business doors swing
shut and mankind turns homeward for gaiety,
happiness, peace. . . . We pause... to thank all
for their patronage so generously bestowed this
year. Every member of this firm joins in to
extend joyous greetings of the season, wishing
,you and yours,'MERRY CHRISTMAS."
OPEN EVERY NIGHT TO 9'CLOCK
UNTIL CHRISTMAS
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• GREETINGS
TO 01 R

FRIENDS AND
CUSTOMERS 1 G., •Dircts
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04e' } VPO'
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It has been a real pleasure to serve you during 1936 and at this
glad season we wish to extend our sincere good wishes for a
MERRY Ci/R/S7'M IS and a HAPPY \Ell' YEAR

Peeples' 5c, 10, 25c Store
PARISIAN LAUNDRY
PHONE II
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IN KEEPING with the Spirit of Christmas, when friendly greetings are extended, we wish to extend Our Greetings to our patrons whom we regard as
personal friends.
We cannot greet each of you personally, so we ask you to consider this,
figuratively speaking, as a hearty hand-clasp, while we wish you in all sincerity, a very
- --moose*
MERRY CHRISTMAS and a HAPPY and PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
•

OFFICERS and PERSONNEL

City National Bank
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TO YOU
A Merry Christmas and A Happy New Year
Take Advantage of These Nvw Lower
Rates. to Modern Ire Your Home—to End Housekee
ping Drudgery—to
Live More Pleasantly—at a Prise You
Can Easily Afford.

OUR latch string is out to you and yours, and ther
e's a
holly wreath on our dour that stands for
our
sinc
ere
wish for health, happiness and a Merry
Christmas and
a Happy New Year to all

NOW—Let tne do your washing and ironing.
yout
sweeping and cleaning, your
sewing, your cooking,
sour water-heating, your
dish-washing—give you
better lighting, operate your
refrigerator, your health
lamp, proside you with
new comforts and coil
seniences . . . all at the flip
of it switch.
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More farmers than ever before.
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We are saying it in person to all whom
we can see. And to be
sure that we do not miss anyone, we here
and now send our very
best wishes to you for a very MERRY CHR
ISTMAS and a
BRIGHT and PROSPEROUS NEW YEA
R.
GOOD CHEER, HAPPINESS AND THE BEST
OF HEALTH
TO YOU AND YOURS
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LAST MINUTE XMAS NOTES—
Get Blue Ribbon Beef for your Xmas iiin
nt r. this Reef was purchased
F
from Armour & Co. as part of the prize
OP
u-inning Reif of the 1-H Calf Club
Show recently held. Also make our store
tol
your last minute shopping center
for Christmas Fowls, Fruits, Candies Fireiturks,
,
it
•
ete. Very Rest Prices.
's!
g

A.C. Butts

Sons 3

It gives us much pleasure
to extend to you—our
and customers -sincere
friends
appr
ecia
tion for the patronage
have given us during 1936.
you
May your Christmas be
Year find you retracing youra merry one, and may the New
of merchandise at economica steps to our store when in need
l prices
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Still Coughing?

NO Metter how many medicines you
have tried for yeur oough, chcat
cold
or bronctdal !nit...non, you can
get roller now wan Crecniulaton. fferi
ou3
trouble MAY be brewing and you cant:KR afford to tate a chance with anything lees than Creomulsion, whic
h
goeS right, to the se:ut of the trouble
to aid nature to *Pottle and heal the
inflamed membra.nas a:.the germ-laden
Phlegm la loosened red expelled.
Ivan U otner remedies have failed,
don't be discoureged, your druggist in
authorised to guarantee Creumulsion
and to refend your inonee if you are
/*Mined with results front the very not
first
bottle-0ot Cream ulakx.right now.(Ade
)
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Prices quoted Include All Tax,
etc. Positively Nothing Added.
Large Size. LB.. .
P.4PER SHELL PECANS. lb..
_

25e

Mixed Nuts

QUALITY MIXE3-NO TRASH,Lb.

Apples;
BOX

23( BRAZIL RUTS

(('alled Cream Nuts
or ''VIgger Toes")

19c
25e
LB.

19c

I7c

•

,1 TES, .411 loe Pkg., 3 for

25c

DROMEDARY DATES, 8 oz.

25( SUGAR ROLLED'
DATES

BEAUTY.D lcl1 :31iggee.1,.. 3
3for IT(
)
;
10c

TANGERINES. Box. $1.75
111DU
"(B
S D A PPLES,
RE
CE
Winesap. med. $1.99

lie

10(

dz. 39c wifir:rzedz 39c
For Eating

ORANGESLge.1esh Bag(19 to 25 Oranges)25
(

(Box of 319 Oranges $1.75)
Large Juicy
SWEET, JUICY
MEDIUM SIZE
Florldas, Doz.
FLORIDAS
VINCE MEAT, Countro Club. 3 Boxis
2.5e
STICK CANDY Larg• 12 oz. Stick
8 OZ, PKG. Regular We,
foR

ORANGES
FIGS

Bananas
CHAS. W ALKER, Prop.

,Celet4VettlelP441101101114111114111111,1111141144
1141110

IF?

I' LBS. SUDAN DATES P4CKAGII:

We heatedly thank >ou tot the palls
siege sou base
elven us during the past year and hope
to he *hie It,
terse sou agein dining the mimi
ng veal

teltviverts,et-eppe

FILBERTS

I) 1

MERRY CHRISTMAS 4N"
VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR

tett.V

English Walnuts

lip•••••••••-•••••••

.44

2.5c

/
-

HENS p.tve). MILK-FED, DRY PICKED lt CHEESE "pertAN
C). WISCONSIN
(3 to .1 lb. average)
LB. 23(
LB.
FRES-SHOR, FOR FRI!NG Pt. 33(
OYSTERS (s. .11
MINCE MEAT BRANDI ADDED LB. is(
pt. 21c)
PHILADELPHIA REAM CHEESE "G. P 2( DuRims FANCY LONG ISLAND, LB. 29(
ALMONDS, Clean, Fresh, lb. __
KROGER IS LOWEST
IV PRICE ON S'I'T.

WE EXTEND Vol' ONE AND ALL Ora 1110
ET
SINCERE GREETINGS FOR A

SAT IS FAC1IO1

29c

10e
25c CHOCOLATE COVERED CHERRIES LA Box 25(
dz. 19c Nuts COCOA\ rs

3

full of milk

ea. Sc

WE AREN'T ASKING YOU TO BUY, BUT TO COME IN AND
SEE THE HUGE SUPPLY OF w
CHRISTMAS FOOD VALUES YOU ARE SU
RE TO SAVE. a'

•
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THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
FOLKS TIMM'S
Nellie Uncle
Though ti,vre art/ many ultik.ient
types of tit:Kir:41, the one most of
us remember with pleasure is the
old uncle, a left-over from days long
past Mrs. Stowe's Uncle Tom without his sorrows or Harris's Uncle
/lemur with a little less iinittial lore
has lived in nearly every neighbethood that 1 have visited. Though
he was usually an old-timer, he was
tarely some younger neer%) with oldish characteristic*
This picturesque type is always a champion, generally an outspoken one, of the good
old ilays beton, the war If he can114)1
the actual tone* of
da%ery, t.e quotes his iniumny By
,_xnuouit tell his and retelluig stories
of the foul old days he has conviticcd hioarelf mat most of his youngei
auditors of the truth of his wonder.ill! yarns The older white people
have regarded the old fellow too
'iighly to question fur histoliciil
sketches: the younger ones prefer to
think that w hatever Uncle Coot ge
tells must be true, because he lived
,,,, a lung time ago and knew plenty of
Ns our inicestors who are now dead
Uncle Charlie represented to me

1

GLOVES

DRESS

for Christmas

UORNS, radius, heaters, radiator covers, ornaments and other fine accessories to add to
the pleasure and comfort of motoring await you
here. Gifts of thoughtfulness and utility.
Seat Covers
Fisk Tires
Two-Tune Horns
Trico Wipers
Hot-Water Heaters
Iladiator CONers
Car Radios
Auto Polish
Spotlights
Tire Chains
Batteries of all kinds Rear-Vision Mirrors
COMPLETE MOTOR 1:1 BUILDING
AND SHOP EQI'l VENT

-- Jones Auto Parts Co.

Three years of production adj'astod to consumption lies improved the
ii«momic position of hurley tobacco,
says a statement by Prof. Dana G
Card of the University of Kentucv College of Agriculture.
I,ess tobacco was produced than
was CollStalleft in each of the past .
three years with the result that
stocks have been reduced. The total supply of tobacco on October 1, m
1933, was a billion and 100 Minion
pounds Since then about 675 mil- if
hon pounds have been produceii
and 875 million pounds consumed
Thus the surplus has been reduced
by 200 million pounds. The supply ,
now is about 900 million pounds, and
in another year, if consumption con- :
tinues at the present rate, the supply should be near 800 million
pounds.
Thus Prof Curd points out favorable factors in the burley tobacco
situation include not only reduced
production but also increased con
sumption. Sales of cigarettes ha%,
been of record ineaking proportior:
in every month but one during Va.
past It% o years
Consumption may be at such ..
high level as to create over-confi
deuce among growers Prot Card
fears, and he added that he wished
oto emphasize the need for caulk.
in planning for the future, lest new ."
surplusses be accumulated and unsatisfactory prices result."
'Yields per at-re' this year are est-1
imated to 10e unusually low Normal ,
yields would have produced 35 mil- I t4
lion pounds more than the 217 mil-'
lion pounds noa estimated for the
1936 cnip Wilde some increase in
acreage next year may be justified
Prof Card thought that it could easily be overdone. "If an acreage of
burley equal to the average of the
five years prior to 1933 were planted and normal yields were obtain
ed. the resulting crop would excec.!
the present annual consumption t)
30 trillion pounds." he said.
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Packed in Pretty Xneme ite•.‘

79c $1 $1.25

the

Many Styles

Whethur you
her Circe pair or
six pair, or eve'. .t (1(.t-fl - the niet
thing to do is to cliose this hosier.‘
in our three warcirohe types walking, afternoon and evening itose it
exquisite .ove..ness!
I
SEE 01'!? 11

$1.49, $1.98
of 1
,!Ii'(' I

II

f

urn

SWEATERS

\ Holt 5!

Make' her happy op.! 11»•111(d u ills
De lightful and L.tout.siir Fuminine

'lingerie'
or

Mk.and !Milt

1111LAIII'S leisure mann ntN!

P.J.- -ROBES

New high shade frocks,
soft
prints, chiffon fluf40V1
fy sh-eves and gave ornaments, their gay air will
your Xinae; cheer'/'
up
v •9(
9
ful

."`"chin" $2.93
BLACK CHIFFON GOWNS $3.95
41: Wirth
SETS
$2.5C
BLACK LACE DAVE
COATS
SATIN LACE DANCE SETS $1.29 reduced.'
spoRT
BLACK SATEEN PUMAS $1.93
SATIN AND CREPE PANTIES 69c I (OATS
ahieN
CORDUROY PAJAMAS $3.50
$7.95 re
PANNE SATIN ROBES $3.50 Ear trimmed
ha; SATIN QUILTED ROBES $2.9Z
COATS
FRENCH FLANNEL ROBES !.3.98 (due 5 14)
$12.95'
a SMOKER Vtiret and .se-' !8.9
USE Of le
GOWNS-PAJAMAS
Nia'n
.;2:;;
Layaway
plan
opi

$4.98 It, $6.99

Up

hi

for the holiday estirilles
u-e hare dazzling alluring

Formals

Nit;

,,̀6'41

Our business has been great this yearHIGH HO' AND A HERRIE 01
' For that try are eery greatful to all of our
-

GIVE "HER" A

H osiery

ADD JOY TO MOTORING

and f rit

ONLY 2 DAYS LC:174:
A MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

4
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,--.4111embsoPMPAIIIP.

ettlIktiINad1atiltalaill.4,
7 .4111,4 ,k01100611.5./
rt• s Ai.'
+WA&SISSIOSIVA.-.01 A ,• . I,....11 ''`I
'he olden time
t1.1.0NE.., II! 1.1; 1 '
.•
.
jrom„:07,1.1:
moral lectures to
1.: I it
Ii
hite ahlse were 11Pe un ?
ir'111611 kalbly ‘vlse Ion oh,
a
. ,t4:11,0,11'41') s..1 (jawlike
-‘'ClAtilUll when I went to the spring
k\ •
inertai turnsell There was ii..1:11.1‘ .0 water the horses, I met
Fit
ti.„1 ite could nut letnernber, that is, tijthei 40X•ilave, who had conie
you asked hint about it and thus down to water his hones. too Thn.
save hull a ctionce to get his bear- day berm e one of the negi no,
ings Ile said that lie was the body of our neighborhood had been killsia‘e of his young insignia, who in ed in a brawl In a town foity miles
OUR SELECTION IS STILL COMPLETE! ALL (;II"l'S WIZAPPED!
toy earliest days was about as old away That event gave Uncle Ed
as any one .ould be and a ho stoutly chance to preach a bit on the genmaintained that Uncle Charlie NYS era downwind tendenclea of the
WM al years '
,cutup* than he. time He said that no such things
L'ache Charlie had a marvelous war happened in slave Limes: the notatei
record, according to his own at- valued his slay ell too highly to have
cont I renimber his 'saying that them shooting at each other
HI
Front the bottom of our item t, at this friendly holiday season, we extend the season's 'fleettie enlisted in this fashion, ,'Cluitlie then branched off into • discussion
ing.;
to our irietai and potions Forgetting all bu Incas cotes arid worries, %.e have a warm feeling
out
Stutitilefield; in at any tune and
of the evil) of freedom. When h,
helot fir those who have been our friends Juice we opened our store here, and shall earnou•
at aliy tune." I haNe sometUllet9 wus a slave, he said, he had 0,110
wondered whether sonic of the white to eat, a good place to sleep, a due•
t. them e. ell hotter m the elimitig year
. to, atrive
helves of the same Ch il War did not tor when he needed one, and he did
pi act he this agreement, regardless not have to work too hard; now hi'
Wate r
24(4'"Al•/ 11r1,
ssagspegicogs.o•e,..,,
, • 4 . .• ••• 0!44
441.1114
of their etilistinent tarots This thing could not afford a doctor, he worked
that used to bother us chilthen was himself nearly to death to get some,
Kid
Smart
Uncle Chailie's trankness with the thing to eat, and he moved from
white people, a !rankness that plime to place nearly every year
would not hone been tolerated in The Israelites wandering in the
younger ctiloied pek.ipla The old wilderness never longed more for
an ii freedom never en- the fleshpots of Egypt than did
uncle was
joyed by any one else, he was a Uncle Ed for the good old days
piivileged character like the court.
POSITION
• OC,•,
,
0
4.; ECONOMIC
-4!
OF BURLEY IMPROVED

in my childhood the whole comm.
!„.root ihst wt" terninatee !”'
I.
old, it I trio
i,o
.• II It. it ai.pear that i•

a We you all a MERRY CHRISTMAS.
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Come in
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A PI1LES, box or bushel.
./.10 $2.30 $2.60
.4 pples,dz. 10c 15c 20c 31k

Fruits

ORANGES, Dozen 121 2c
15c 19c 23e 28c

ORANGES, tmtx $2.79
12c GRAPES, 2 powttis
TANGERINES, Dozen
15c
15c
8.4NAN.48, Dozen

CHOC. DROPS, lb. in
MIXED ('-t.\ t)}'. lb. 10c
ALL .7e STICK CANDY,6 for 25e
1 POI VD MINT STICK, 2 for 33c
amossrmsmmmsmmrst

1 Pound 121 2c
Orange CANDY SLICES, lb. 121 2c
EXTRA FANCY ('HO('. .5-lb hx 99c

STAPLE GROURIFS

FIREWORKS

Candies

'
tor
PORIt &
23c
Cans
KRAUT, 2 No.
KIDNEY REINS reg. Si: 3 for 23c
HEINZ COOKED M.1(..11ION1
9No. I Can, 2 for ___ _
TOMATO JUICE, Camp.,3 tall 2k
CANOV.4 COFFEE,3 1-lb. GLASS
78c
JARS,(Limit)

FRUIT CAKE INGREDIENTS
•WE HAVE ALL THE INSIDE
OF TH1 FRUIT CAKE.
•THAT OLD-FASHIONED
80c
F111.17' CAKE, 2-lbs . _
•COI.NT11II.-%3!S TH.4T
hIKE l'H.IT GOOD RED
GRAY .

ASST. JELLY CANDY

FIRECRACKERS, 2 balm.
FIRECRACKERS, 5 bdls.
RO.V AN CANDLES, 25 shot
20 shot 15c, 15 shot 12c
12 shot Ilk, 8 shot 5tA1'TO.WATIC PISTOLS
('.4P PISTOLS
SPARKLERS, 3 boxes
_

Sc
Sc
19c
Bk
Sc
13c

DIAMOND ENGLISH WALNUTS
Per Pound -------23c
.WIXED NUTS, lb.
_ 22c.
PEC.4NS, Paper Shell, lb. _
23e
BRAZIL NUTS,lb.
23c
FRESH COCONTTS, inch Sr &
PEANUTS,3 lbs. for
25c

w
w.
w:•

Several styles c
black, brown amid
the football eolors
of red, green and
iley, oiyal blue,
.iid
i iot All si:l

3'
w,.

Pt.

..

4"s

$1.98

SLIPS FOR GIFTS

1144016511 Let/mart
•• -

Taffeta -net - 1w-41a-bus Ratios in
a host it coloi Toe daring types-and the feminine
shirty:alter
style.
A nice selection awaits
you

1; !.L}' THHILL HER
1771 1 VE11

FUR COAT

99c
Panne Satin .1ips
Pure Dye Sat. Slips S1.9$
Balbriggan Pajamas $1

w

P:

$39
$49

Ira
4
4 I
mit
;1)1

a;
;01

Pickle's Grocery
PHONE 101 -WE In 1 IVEI:

$39
$59

1.98
Crepe (,owns
'.'repe Pajamas $1.98
L'repe Slips 99c up

444"
//
"
CC:144

$1.00

0.

ammo!

tt out
SKIRTS

$1.98

KIDSK1.N

A bag in the hand is worth two of any other gift
at Christmas time!
it,it

OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL CHRISTMAS
feWleetPallePlalleliMPORGIrellyee

e

t.-fl
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aseepomakeWleteleellefleeleetresPilbesPeesee overtitiNIPCIPIrM4

DOTTY

11:431.16
9111:4311:4:4:101.',11
1 1:1MCW4
.
1111311130:431..4.11.1131:431:431:4.1131:431.

$69
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36%
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- We brim?, ()11 Clad I
exit nd to all our Friends and custom
Season's Best Wishes, for a Merry
ers the,
Christmas and a Happy New Year
.
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Ladies' Sat'n Pajamas $3.9- Ladies'
Robes $2.25 to i.1.50
Ladies' Negligee
$3.9c
Ladies' House Slippers
Ladies' Metallic
39c to $1.1)0
Hats
e
9 to $1.95, Ladies' Silk Underwear
Searf and Cap
25e, 50c and :31
Sets
4lic to 94c Ladies' Purses 50c, $1, :{...1.91,
Ladies' Fabric or Wool
Pillow Cast.,
25c
Gloves
50e ' 'rowels
15c, 19c, and 25e
Ladies' Kid Gloves $1.95
Ladies Silk Crepe
All Crepe Silk Dress
Gowns
$1.00 to $1.95
Materials,3 1-2 to
i.ad
ies' Pajamas $1 to $1.95
4 yards
$1.98
outing Gown. 49e to $1.00
Bed Spreads, in all new
designs
$1.00 to $4.95 Princess Slips $1 to $1.95

.1
S

'rocks,
flufornaa will
cheer-

MVEISI/W.-74;/
,
,,f4ne,1!..111

SHIRTS for Him

41.

Gifts for tal - boys
men's Suits
$9.95 to $18.50
Men's Zipper Coats, suede
$2.98
Men's Combination Top Coats and
Raincoats
__ _
_ _$2.95 to $3.95
Men s Black Melton Zipper Coats ._ . ..$2.98
Men's and Young Men's Hats, in new
styles and shades
$1.50 and $1.98
Men's Silk Hose in beautiful Christmas
boxes, 2 pair to the box, box
._50c
Men's Mufflers
39e and 49c
Men's Pajamas
98e to $1.95
Men's Robes
$3.95
Ties, in Christmas boxes 25e, 50e and $1.0
0
Men's Dress Trousers
$1.98 to $3.95
Men's Underwear
69c and 98c
- Men's Blue Work Shirts
.49e to $1.00
Men's Washington Dee-Cee Overalls $1.0
0
Big Smith Overalls _
$1.25
Oskosh-B-Gosh Overalls .
$1.59
Men's Plaid Zipper Jackets, all wool $3.95
Men's and Boys' Tweedoroy
Suits _
.$3.95 and $7.00
Sweaters for Men and Children
Shorts and Shirts, each
_25c and 50c
asposionomermesismoseimpoorepopemoponspe
sitme
BLANKETS
These lovely blankets are a very -Warm"
way of saying "Merry Christmas. We
have them in a nice assortment of pastel
shades. Part wool. t1tix80 doutale $11

ttals In
t y pest •,yl,aker
,:o.v afts

49
1'3\1

.98

59
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Christmas Sale of
Coats and Dresses
le-N)

larPIMP AI

98c to 1'98
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TOYS-DOLLS FOR CHILDREN

wporave

In our children's department we
have games, toys
and other gifts for children. And Doll
s for the little
miss.
nvevr.,
:
,=•:•vormewrowitivorewsecurwv.vww•rwiewly
wiertreyveva
Small Boys Hats
98e Baby Blankets _ 39c to 98c
Children's Flannel
Children's Purses,
Pajamas .
_ _ _ 59e
each
__ ..__15c and 25c
Children's Flannel
Bath _ Powder, _ Pictures,
Robes
$1.00
Toilet Sets
I

COATS
What woman wouldn't
a coat. If
you ask us, we think a glanlove
ce through our
ready-to-wear section will convince
you that
Santa really has been here. You'
ll
love the
smart jaunty lines and the lux
uri
ous
furs
that make a soft frame for your
face
.
Why
not make yourself a gift of a
at Christmas time when loo brand new coat
king well means
so much.

CHRISTMAS HANDKERCHIEFS
Christmas without handkerchiefs is
Christmas.
Gay sport patterns and daintily embroinot
der
ed
hankies
offer a wide choice of selection.

Girt'
ADMIRATION
Costume Hosiery
This Christmas
••`:44C •

S18.50 VALUES,
$12.c0 VALUES,
OTHER COATS

$14.95
$8.95
$5.00

DRESSES

V

For parties or any of the man
holiday
festivities women will feel "at theiy
best
r
" in
one of these luxurious frocks spec
iall
y
pur
chased to meet your holiday needs.
Ther
e's
a frock for every type. Keep you
crossed-you may be lucky enoughr fingers
to get
one Christmas morn.

,

;1006
.6'

A gift that will give sheer delight. A high gra
de hose,
in a silk crepe Mystery Twist? Hose made
heel
within heel. Packed in individual Christmas boxe
s,
per pair
.S1.25

1101 DRESSES
$1.95
$5.00 VALUES, sALpis'illeL
$2.95
$7.00 '
VALUES' PRICL
$4,85

Eloperosormat:e

\

SO%

your

4

448 Lake Street
eistslose4s-a.

4*•4+4-

'Gifts For The Entire Family'

41.

fer

We carry a good line tit qual
itmwear tor ladies',
men and children, in an attractiity
ve range of prices.
FOR LADIES'
FOR MEN
FOR CHILDREN
1.95
7.95
1.98
A.50
•
and
to

68c to $1.73

for Christmas
IIPC11•14 :•••rt trcrwicwvivr-f.m*trovetivc,
rektn lvte,
r,-..4ri.

4.1!:

Ark
.
%"
14014*asirsow

SHOES MAKE [Xi:ELLEV GIFTS

Never have we assembled a wider sele
ctio
of Shirts. Quality materials in a wid n
e
range .of colors and up to the minute
styles. Give one or more Shirts to Him
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Flame in the Forest

titIll 1111. that lier heart amild be brekes.
If anything happened to nue
of nay loyally to her. I ... I lest my
11..all menet tend begged her to let me
hive her. Thee alw told Ma that NW It
a thing ens impossible; she didn't Ilas
CHAPTER XI-Continued
"It there's any gob' to hell to he 111.ire. I put it to her. 'Do you love
Illustrations by Irwin NI)ers
-12done by this going I'll lease it to Kerry Young?' I neked her and she
Ithielillng his palms with
torn page
anybody %eh tees to see who's Ha tele Just nodded
Copyright by Harold Titus.
. . That ... thane
be liftcl from Its restieg place a worn
all there is to tell you. Young."
Wil41.1tleretcs.
!"
and ithining crowbar.
Ile tented sally.
They swung throngh town. areutol
"What's the 1.1en . ." F.zrn began.
"I geese, Kerry, you're as blind as I
to the rear of the jail and entered
by
"Vehned you see there?" Young 'IP- I'm u still be depended o'ii to follow its • aide door.
thought you aerie. All along.
lainthwt triumphantly. *Look at the best judgment for the people of this
Hutch and Bridgeto.ik their poestes- mince I lino saw you and Nun together.
county!"
staid, Ezra!"
clans from the prisoners and ushered I'd 1.11.1'11 afraid af It. I . . I'd loved
"Yeah? Just what do you neenir
The old man peered closely.
her • long time, you MVP."
theln !nto the bull-pen.
'MAY." he muttered. "Dirt stickins Kerry asked, evenly.
"Pick out your own beds." the sherStrength drained frern Kerry's body.
"Ileon? I meal. I was right all
to IL"
iff jeered emplenonntly.
One !owe 'Week spasmodicall y. Ills
This hid Stuart Is the man we
"And what kind of dirt? Don't you along
"You'll hive ter pine* to youraelven. threat neelled nodii chill lik•
Dint
get It? ins the some color and kind want, Young. ate! I anent a 114.e..11.1
likely. And I hope pin like it. both of Induced by fog enveloped
hen,
as that under the floor. there! Serape 16011a. either. I guess Ilieloloy there'S yin'!"
°You
meim
.. she said I ... Dolt,
s little of it off In a clean paper ... liven things gob' on shout this veep
It was not long before excited till' end you're telling me this!"
There! That's rIgte.... Ile iimed this that nobody but you 1141 him under- semis
commence., to aryl% eo
The other turned Natty sullenly as
They
bar to hnsielip that hard clay and make stood! I'll count Ezra out because elomped
up the front steps and through If in collar ye. Ile 11•1111...1 mull 0114.
elo a hole ,or the box Niel lie used It to pry he's
litolo nit old man.
the corridor awl cast self-conaelims bow. looking away from
Ills fellow
"I don't s'pose you knew he was
up those floor-Minnie . . . tier.'. . .
glarees Into the dimly lit apartment pris..ner
Mao gee one!
See? The mark on packed up. ready to haul, did )i.nr
/wheel tsie bora; a "lit Into the sheriff's
"All right." he muttered u hen Young'
"Hole you Mean?"
the Wird tits exnetly!"
other miel ciongratilleted hen twister- mottoward him impetuously. "len
"Veg. Holt!** Tom' West wag eilgIng finely
°nut I don't see yet why-"
and rine. out noore boldly and all right. I sae Jealeni.
of you at first
up behind Bridger, frowning, milig 1 114
Toting gave an excited loisoh.
hung against the steel ii.mr of the but ... Ins
got III be all right! Vointo
"flood Led. h:zra! Thla i.t.t hers as the sheriff. "Yes. Dolt Stuart! Peek bull lien end
peered throotigh.
her kind. I ... l'en over .
l's erysmooth an.1 bright as If it'41 been tea 'tack 'nil Milt cam's' all stropped up. Kerry on n hunk
Ito a cell. and Stuart thing, now. I ... I'd Jeer like
to be
fished! elneer prints wilt be mil over 'N.1 1 Conte on him write)* this . . . out another. 1...pt out of
sight 1111.1 Wade allow ter a minute. please."
It_ Inside the (ewer of that hoe, teo wrItIn' It to Nan Dow., who's beat 110 resiwisse se the 'ehneves.
1'tutu? is how It liappellYt1 that Voting
as life and twice as natural. Is a man's away todny. Listen to this!"
Bridger was in fine spirits, llos tale
Aliso(' alone at 2 rear window of the
Ile read: "'Dear Nan: It looks as If rose high 11111 higher.
thumb print and Tod West stood in
Il• became Jail, hanging
weakly to the hare. head
there for ten minutes fooling with • I'd stayed on here to.. long, now, and. aitliont hysterical in this,
(us moment premised agninst
the cold steel. eyes
by staying, risked all kinds of disaster. of largest triumph.
bright tin cup!"
chews!, with a same agene
A light of understanding dawned In
purging
.1t late P‘eillt,.: the stream of inners
through And through tda %etas.
gropes old eyes.
"Ile'd got just that far when I best- had petered 11111.
Dutch had been
So
his
heart
had
found
11.11I11.
*
-Spread out that newspaper." Young ed In on hltn. Now. you got any
town - called out to a country deuce where unoccupied! :411
Ulla was the way love
mid. "Lay it on the ground
Oel-bull story to explain that?"
bed whisky had rimmed treuhle ant
. , Now we'll roll up this bar at) the
"Why should I have an explains- when no one nppeared fer a
quarter ef
(hoar
prints won't get rubbed away and
an hoer. Bridger stalked (teen the
What the devil!"
"I wondered !"-ettging closer with an corridor and culled through an open
Ile hail put the bar down and start• expreasion of craft which Kerry, In demos ay :
ed to lift sway the paper which had !hat moment of confused thought, did
"I'll be over at the pool ball, %la!
&Welded his hand& It stuck, peeled not detect-"I wondored. Young. after It anybody calls, or you hear neything.
off at
and he held it up to the level I heard you done your best to drive just ring into 'I hem
be sii
rays of • sun setting behind the tim- the state's chief witness out of tbe
ber.
country this-"
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Sift together
Cups &LW,
talk
salt, 1 tbsp, sugar, and 4 URI, baking powder. Combine e - thspe.
melted Jewel Special-Blend Shortening, 3 eggs slightly bea.en, 1 rap
milk and 1 tbsp. orange in.
Jade. Add, all at once, to dry ingredients and stir until smooth.
Last, acid 3,4 cup pecans finely
chopped. Put mixture, 11.,,tit 3
tbsps. at a time, on a hot waffle
iron and cook until dune. Serve
with Orange Fluff.
cream till firm, then stir in 1 tbsp.
of sugar and 1 of orange roar ma.-
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M.0 This Holiday Season Be A ‘'ery Happy
One for You and Yours.
BURGESS WALTMON. Mgr.
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The HIT of the YEAR becomes THE HOLIDAY
SHOW OF THE SEASON
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We wish to extend
our most sincere good
wishes to you— our
friends and customers—for a

POSITIVELY ON 2 DAYS
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TRADE US YOUR HOLIDAY TROUBLES

MERRY
CHRISTMAS

Be care-free drivers over the holidays. Don't let
had tires spoil your good tim(—trayel in safety
and comfort on a new set of Tirk,s. Let uz. refill
your cranl;ease with motor oil and your tank
with gasoline.
•Here's wishing you and yours a MERRY,
MERRY CHRisTMAS and a Happy New YLar.
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HAPPY
NEW YEAR

Ir

'NAV

WHITEWAY SERVICE STATION
May this Yuletide be
your happiest one
and may the New
Year bring you joy.

THOMAS BROWDER,Prop.
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L. C. (Shorty
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"TRAIL DUST"

SUNDAY MONDAY DEC 27th
Warner
again s:Dop the show-world for
Fulton with a special world premier showing
of their newest entertainment allraelion
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Christmas Bak!
-Children 10c
Adults
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"SING ME A
LOVE SONG"
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ILMES MELTON
FILZ.41 HERBERT
*;EKENS

—A Genial Friend
—A Gracious Host
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A CHRISTMAS GIFT OF CHARACTER
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DISTILLED BY 1AS. B. BEAM DISTILLING CO., CLERMONT, KY.
Bottled At the Distillery

P;IILIP BLUM & CO. of Ky. — Distributors
loui)AilIe. Ky.

Horning Pfau(y of Metrich
Wooing of Royer
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